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ABSTRACT 
Let F;“x” denote the vector space of all mXn matrices over the finite field F, of 
order Q, and let %=(A,,A, ,..., A,,,,) denote an ordered basis for FTXn. If the rank 
ofA,isri,i=1,2 ,..., mn,then%issaidtohaverank(r,,r, ,..., r ,,,” ),andthenumber 
of ordered bases of FTxn with rank (r,,r, ,..., rvrn) is denoted by N,(r,,r, ,..., r,,,). 
This paper determines formulas for the numbers N,(r,, r,,. . . , r,,) for the case 
m=n=2, q arbitrary, and while some of the techniques of the paper extend to 
arbitrary m and n, the general formulas for the numbers N,( rl. r,, . . , r,,) seem quite 
complicated and remain unknown. An idea on a possible computer attack which may 
be feasible for low values of m and n is also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let FmXn denote the vector space of all m X n matrices over a field F, so 
that Fmx” has dimension mn. If %=(A,, A,, . . . , A,,) is an ordered basis for 
Fmxn, and if the rank of Ai is ri, ldidmn, then $?J is said to have rank 
r(%)=(r,, r, ,..., rmn). In case r(%)=(r,r ,..., r), then 9 is called simply a 
rank r basis. (In this paper all bases for FmXn are considered as ordered.) It 
has been shown by one of the authors [3] that for any field F and any 
sequence (r1,r2,..., rmn) of integers with 1 <ri <min(m, n) there exists a 
basis G% for Fmx” of rank (rl, r,, . . . , rmn). 
For the finite field Fq =GF((I), 9=p’, an interesting combinatorial prob- 
lem is that of determining the number of bases ??I of FQmx” whose rank is a 
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given sequence (rr, r,, . . . , r,,,,). If either of m or n equals 1, say m=l, then 
everybasisforF,‘X”hasrank(l,l,..., 1) and thus the number of rank 1 bases 
is the well-known number 
(GL(n,q)j=(q” -l)(9” -9). . ‘(9” -9? (1.1) 
which also equals the order of the general linear group GL( n, 9) of invertible 
n X n matrices over F’. However, if both m 2 2 and n 2 2, an enumeration 
formula is apparently not easy to obtain. In the present paper we derive such 
a formula for m= n = 2, and while some portions of the paper generalize to 
Fnlx” or Fnx”, the techniques which lead us to a complete solution to the 
2’~2 case zo not readily generalize. 
For most of the paper we shall deal with square matrices FqnXn, and 
specifically with n=2 in which case n2 =4 linearly independent matrices 
comprise a basis for Fqzx2. If A,, A,, . . . , A, are in FIXn, their span will be 
denotedbyV[A,,A,,...,A,].AbasisforF,”X”inwhicheverymatrixinthe 
basis is invertible (i.e., a rank n basis) is sometimes called an invertible basis, 
and has the interesting characteristic of possessing a twoway linear indepen- 
dence, both between matrices and within each matrix. For a sequence 
(rr,..., r,,) of integers we let N,( rr, . . . , r,,) denote the number of bases of 
Fmx” of rank (rr,. . . , r,, ). Here we assume l<q <min(,m, n); otherwise, the 
n:mber of such bases is 0. If we replace the numbers in several positions of 
N,(r,,r,,...,r,, ) by the symbol * , say for example in positions 1 and 3, we 
obtain N,( *, rz, *, r,,. . . , r,,), which will denote the number of bases 
(A,, A,,..., A,,) of FJx” where A, and A,, the matrices in the * positions, 
have arbitrary ranks, but where r(A,)=rs, r(A4)=r2,..., r(A,,,,,)=r,,,,. Still 
further, if A is a specific matrix in Fqmxn, then N,(A, r,, *, * ,. . . , *) for 
example will denote the number of bases (A,, A,, . . . , A,,) where A, =A, A, 
has rank rz, and there are no rank restrictions on any of the matrices in the 
other positions of the basis. 
Thus for F2x2, N,(2,2,2,2) denotes the number of rank 2 (invertible) 
bases, N,(Z, 1, 19 1) denotes the number of bases whose first matrix A, is the 
2 X 2 identity matrix Z and whose other matrices have rank 1, and N,( Z,2, * , * ) 
is the number of bases of Fqzx2 with A, =I, r(A,)=2, and A,, A, arbitrary. 
It is clear that a reordering of the positions in N,( rI, rz,. . . , r,,) does not 
change the number, so that for example with Fq2x2 we have N,(l, 1,1,2)= 
Nq(1,1,2,1)=Nq(1,2,1,1)=Nq(2,1,1,1) and Nq(*,1,2, *)=N,(2,1, *, *), etc. 
Also, since for any basis % = (A r, A a, . . . , Am ,) and m X m invertible matrix P 
we have r(%)=r(P9), Z’%=(PA,,...,Z’A,,,), it follows for Fqnxn that 
Nq(n,r2,..., r,2)=IGL(n,q)JNq(Z,r2,..., r”2); thus, in enumerating bases for 
F” X” with a particular position occupied by an invertible matrix A, it is 4 
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sufficient to treat the case A =I. The above facts will be used freely 
throughout the paper. 
Since it is generally easier to count bases with * positions rather than 
actual ranks ri, our plan for the case Fq 2x2 is as follows: In Sec. 2 we obtain 
the numbers N&x,, x2, xa, 1~~) with at least two xi’s equal to * . Then in Sec. 
3 we find the numbers N,( xi, x2, xs, x4) with exactly one position a * , and in 
Sec. 4 we complete the 2X2 case by finding the numbers with no * 
positions. In Sec. 5 we discuss a possible computer solution to enumeration 
problems of the type solved here, and we mention another related unsolved 
problem for further research. 
2. THE NUMBER OF BASES FOR F;x2 WITH AT MOST TWO RANKS 
SPECIFIED 
All of the results of this section are readily extendable to FqniXn; however, 
because of our later needs and for ease in writing, we give arguments for only 
F2x2 
q s.. 
mce Fq2 x2 is a 4dimensional vector space, the number N,( * , * , * , * ) is 
the total number of bases for such a vector space and from (1.1) is 
Nq(*> *,*, *)=(q4-l)(q4-q)(94-92)(94-93) 
=(9-1)496(9+1)2(92+l)(92+9+l). (2.1) 
In order to obtain Nq(2, * , * , *) we simply observe that to build such a basis 
%=(A,, A,, A,, A4) we may select for A, any of the ]GL(2,9)] invertible 
matrices, and sequentially, A, may be any matrix not in V[A,], A, any 
matrix not in V[A,, AZ], and A, any matrix not in V[A,, A,, A3]. Thus 
Nq(2, *, *r *)=[(92-1)(92-9)](94-9)(94-92)(94-93) 
=(9-1)597(9+1)2(92+9+1). (2.2) 
Now N,(I, *, *, *)=N,(*, *, *, *)-Nq(2, *, *, *), so that 
N,(L *, *, *)=(93+92- 9- l)(94 -9)(94 -92)(94 -93> 
=(9-1)496(9+1)4(92+9+1). (2.3) 
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Since N,(2,2, * , * )= ]GL(2,9)] N,(Z, 2, * , * ), we need N,(Z,2, * , * ). But 
this is just the number of bases %=(Z, A,, A,, A4) where A, has rank 2. The 
number of choices for A, is ]GL(2,9)] -(9- 1) (any invertible matrix except 
a multiple of Z ), after which the A3 and A, choices are as above, yielding 
N,(Z,2, *, *)=(94 -93 -9’ +I)(94 -92)(94 -93), so that after simplifica- 
tion 
N&2,2, *, *)=(9-1)59”(9+1)2(93-9-I). (2.4) 
Since N&2,1, *, *)=N,(2, *, *, *)-N,(2,2, *, *) and N&l, *, *)= 
N,(l, *, *, *)-N,(1,2, *, *), we obtain 
N&2,1, *, *)=(9-1)596(9+1)4 (2.5) 
and 
N,(I,I, *, *)=(9-I)49a(9+I)3(9+2). (2.6) 
We comment that for Fpx” all of the numbers N,( * , * , * , . . . , *), 
N&r,, *,.*., *), and N,(r,,r,, *, *,..., *) where l<r,, r, <min(m, n) can be 
easily derived using techniques similar to the above and the formulas of 
Landsberg [6] for the number of rank r matrices in Fqmx”. 
3. THE NUMBER OF BASES FOR Fpzx2 WITH THREE RANKS 
SPECIFIED 
We shall now concentrate on the number N,(2,2,2, * ) and then, using 
inclusionexclusion, derive N,( rr, r2, r3, *) for all l<ri <2. Since N,(2,2,2, *) 
= ]GL(2,9)] N,( I, 2,2, * ), it is sufficient to find N,(Z,2,2, * ). A natural way to 
proceed is to sequentially build a basis (I, A, B, C) where A is selected as any 
invertible matrix not a multiple of I, B is selected as any invertible matrix not 
in V [I, A], and finally C is any matrix not in V [I, A, B]. This procedure is 
complicated by the fact that the number of choices of B is not independent of 
the choice of A. We handle this complication with three lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. The number of independent triples (I, A, B) of matrices in 
F 2 ’ 2 where A, B E GL(2,9) and A has no eigenvalues in Fq is 4 
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Proof A matrix A EF, 2x2 has no eigenvalues in F, iff its characteristic 
polynomial, say $*A( x ) = 3c2 + (YX + /3, is irreducible in Fq [xl, and such a matrix 
is necessarily a nonscalar invertible matrix. The number of n X n matrices over 
Fq with a given characteristic polynomial has been determined by Irving 
Reiner [7]. For n=2 and $*(x)=x2 +ar+P, this number is 92 -9, which 
can be obtained from Reiner’s general result or in this case by calculating an 
equal number, namely, the number of matrices similar to the companion 
matrix C of x2 + orr+p, which is the number of invertible matrices, ]GL(2,9)] 
=(9’-1)(9’-9), divided by 92-l, th e number of invertible matrices 
commuting with C (see e.g. [5, p. 2921). Now the number of manic irreduci- 
bles of a given degree over F4 is well known [4, p. 181 and for degree 2 is 
&(9” - 9). Thus the number of pairs (I, A) where A is invertible with no 
eigenvalues in Fq is g( 92 - 9)2. 
For each such (I, A) pair consider the problem of finding the number of 
invertible matrices B not in V[ I, A]. Since A has no eigenvalues in F,, for 
every (x, y)#(O,O) the matrix xl+ yA is invertible; thus the number of such 
B matrices is ]GL(2,9)(-(q2-l)=(q’ -1)(92-9-1). Putting these results 
together, we have n, = &( 9- 1)392( 9 + l)( 92 - 9 - 1) as stated. n 
LEMMA 2. The number of independent triples (I, A, B) of matrices in 
F’ ‘2 where A, B EGL(~, 9) and A has two distinct eigenvalues in F, is 4 
n2=6(9-2)(9-I)39(9+l)(92+9--l). 
Proof. We first determine the number of A E GL(2,9) with two distinct 
nonzero eigenvalues in Fq. The number of sets {X, p} of two distinct nonzero 
elements Fq is 9-l 
i 1 2 * 
Corresponding to each such set, the matrix A has 
eigenvalues X, ~1 iff A is similar to D=diag(X, Z.L), and from [5] the number of 
matrices similar to D is (9 2 - l)( 92 - 9)/(9 - 1)2 = (9 + 1)9. For any such A 
the number of invertible matrices in V[Z, A] is 9’-29+I, as ]xZ+yA]= 
(x+y~)(T+yh)=Oiffx=y=O,ory#Oandx=-I*y,ory#Oandx=-Xy. 
Thus the number of invertible B independent of a given (I, A) pair is 
(92-1)(92-9)-(9-l)2=(9-l)2(92+9-l). Therefore the numberof in- 
dependent triples (I, A, B) of invertible matrices where A has two distinct 
eigeUV~UeSiUF,isn2=~(9-2)(9-l)(9)(9+l)(9-l)2(92+9q1). n 
LEMMA 3. The number of independent triples (I, A, B) where A, BE 
GL(2,9) and A has one repeated eigenvalue in Fq is 
n3 =(9- 1)39(9+1)(92 -2). 
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Proof. A matrix A is invertible, is independent of I, and has a repeated 
eigenvalue iff A is similar to x 1 
( 1 
o x for some A#O. The number of such A 
matrices from [5] is seen to be (9- l)‘( 9+ l), and for each such A, the 
number of invertible B not in V [I, A] is (9’ -9)(92 -2); thus, ns is as 
stated. n 
Since N(Z,2,2, *)=(n,+n2+n,)(94-93) and N(2,2,2, *)=(92-1)(92 
- 2)N( I, 2,2, * ), we have after simplification 
h7(2,2,2, *)=(9-1)695(9+1)3(92-9-1). (3.1) 
To complete this section note by inclusion-exclusion that N(2,2,1, * ) = 
N(2,2, * > *)-N(2,2,2, u), N(2,1,1, *)=N(2,1, *, *)-N(2,2,1, *), and 
N(l,l,l, *)=N(l,l, +, *)-N&1,2, *)=N(l,l, *, *)-N(2,1,1, *). Thus 
using these relations, the results of Sec. 2, and the formula (3.1) we obtain 
N(2,2,1, *)=(9-l)595(9+l)2(93+92-29-l), (3 *2) 
N(2,1,1, *)=(9-1)595(9+1)2(92+39+1), (3.3) 
N(l,l,l, *)=(9-1)495(9+1)2(92+49+1). (3.4) 
4. ENUMERATION BY RANK OF THE BASES FOR F;x2 
We now want to determine ail of the numbers N,(r,, r2, r,, r4) for l<ri ~2. 
As will be seen, once we have obtained any one of these, the others can easily 
be found using inclusion-exclusion and the results of the previous sections. We 
shall first determine N,(2,1,1,1). 
Before doing this we should remark that our initial efforts involved trying 
to find N,( Z,2,2,2) by building all invertible bases (I, A, Z?, C) sequentially 
by adjoining A to (I), B to (I, A), and C to (I, A, B), maintaining at all times 
both the independence and the invertibility of the adjoining matrix. This 
approach proved quite unwieldy, thwarting early efforts, and although our 
derivation of N,(2,1,1,1) is not perhaps as elegant as we would like, it does 
give the numbers we seek. 
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First note that since N,(2,1,1,1)= JGL(2,9)) .N,( I, 1, 1, l), it is sufficient 
to determine N,( I, 1, l,l). To this end we define for each X EF~ the matrix E, 
by 
and E,= 
and we prove 
LEMMAS. N,(Z,1,1,1)=(92-l)N,(Z,E,,1,l)+9(92-l)N,(Z,E,,1,1). 
Proof. A rank one matrix in F, 2x2 has one eigenvalue 0 and is similar to 
E, iff h is the other eigenvalue. Consider the bases (I, A, B, C) of rank 
(2,1,1,1) partitioned into 9 disjoint sets G,, X EFq, depending on the matrix 
E, to which A is similar. Since (I, A, B, C) is a rank (2,1,1,1) basis iff 
(I, P -‘AP, P -‘BP, P -‘CP) is a rank (2,1,1,1) basis, it follows that 1 &J,] = 
s( E,)N,( I, E,, 1,l) where s( E,) is the number of matrices similar to E,. It is 
readily verified that s( E,)= 92 - 1 and s( Eh)= 9(9+ 1) for X#O. Finally, 
noting that for each X#O the association (I, E,, B, C)++(Z, AE,, B, C) is a 
one-one correspondence between the bases with E, and E, as second mem- 
ber, respectively, we see that N&Z, E,, 1,1) = NJ I, E,, 1, l), implying 
Nq(Z,1,l,l)=~X~Gx~=~h~(~X)Nq(Z,~~,l,1)=(92-l)N,(Z,~,,l,l)+9(9+ 
l)( 9- l)N,( I, E,, 1, l), as stated. n 
We now need to calculate N,( I, E,, 1, l), X=0,1. With this in mind, let us 
think of a 2X2 matrix A as ordered by rows, i.e., A=(aii, ui2, 921,u22), and 
let ti denote the set of 2 X2 rank one matrices over F, whose first nonzero 
element is 1. Then % consists of 9’ f29 + 1 matrices of four types: U,(x, y) 
=(l, x, Y, xy), U,(w)=@, LO, w), U,(z)=(O,O, 1, z), and U, =(O,O,O,l) 
where x, y, w, 2 vary over F,. We now prove 
LEMMA 5. For all h EF,, 
Nq(Z,E,,1,1)=(9-l)2 2 N,(Z,E,,W’). 
CT, Ci’ EQi 
Proof. If (I, E,, U, U’) is a rank (2,1,1,1) basis, then for all nonzero 
p, y EF, so is (I, E,, PU, yU’), and moreover, for every rank (2,1,1,1) basis 
(I, E,, B, C) there are unique nonzero /3, y EF, and U, U’ EU%, such that 
B=PU, C=yU’. [Note that N&Z, E,, U, U’) is 1 or 0 depending on whether or 
not (I, E,, U, U’) is a basis.] 
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LEMMA 6. 
2 N&Z, E,,U,U’)= 94 +393, 1 x=0. Cl, CI’EJI 94 +393 -392+9, x=1. 
Proof. Consider A= 1. We wish to determine the number of bases 
(I, E,, U, U’) where U and U’ are selected from 9~. This is done by consider- 
ing U and u’ to be various combinations of the four types of matrices in 9~. 
First, consider the case where U and U’ are both of type Ur(x, y), say 
U=(l, x, Y2 YX), u’=(l, x’, y’, y’r’). 
Then (I, E,, U, U’) will be a basis iff the matrix 
100 1 
000 1 
M=l x y yx I 1 1 31’ y’ y’x’ 
is nonsingular. By elementary row and column operations, we have the 
equivalence 
1 
MNO I 0 
0 0 0 
1 
0 0 0 
x y 
0 0 X’ y’ I 
which is invertible iff the submatrix 
x Y 
i 1 x’ y’ is invertible. Hence the 
number of choices of x, y, x’, y’ in order that M be invertible is 
N&Z, E,, U,, U;)=(92 - 1>(92 -9>> where N,(Z, E,, U,, Vi) denotes here the 
total number of bases with U, and U; of type 1. 
Now consider the case where U is of type U,(r, y) and U’ is of type 
Us( w ). The basis requirement is that 
I 000  1  1 0 
1 
w 1 
x Y XY 
Ii -0 0 1 0 1 0 y 0 x 1 
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is invertible. Thus y is any nonzero number and x, w are arbitrary, yielding 
9’( 9 - 1) bases. By symmetry the number of bases where U is of type Liz< w) 
and u’ is of type Ui(x, y) is also 92(9- 1); i.e., N,(Z, E,, Vi, U;)= 
NJZ, Ei, u2, U;)19~(9- 1). The other cases may be handled similarly to 
obtain N&Z, E,,ZJ,,U;)=q2(9-l), N,(Z,E,,U,,U,')=O, N,(Z,E,,U,,U;)=O, 
N,(Z, E,, U,, U;) = 92> N,(Z, Ei, U2, Vi) = 6, N,(Z, E,, Us, Ui) = 0, and 
Ns(Z, Ei, Us, U,')=O. Thus calculating the sum of all these numbers [including 
e.g. NJZ, Ei, Us, CT;)], we obtain 94 +3q3 -392 +9 as stated. The cases for 
E, are similar and will be omitted. n 
Thus from Lemmas 4, 5, and 6 we have 
hence 
N&l,l,l)=(9-1)593(9+1)2(93+49a+1). (4.1) 
We can now easily obtain the remaining number we seek from 
N~(2,1,1,2)=N&1,1,*)-Ng(2,1,1,1), 
N&1’1’1’1)=Ng(*>1,1,1)-Ng(2,1,1,1), 
N,(2,2,2,1)=N2(2,2, *,l)-N&2,2,1,1), 
N,(2,2,2,2)=N,(2,2,2, *)-Nq(2,2,2,1). 
Using these equations and (3.1)-(3.4), we obtain after simplification 
N~(2,1,1,2)=(9-l)593(9+l)2(94+293-392-l), (4.2) 
N,(1,1,1,1)=(9-l)493(9+1)2(93+592-9+1), (4.3) 
N~(2,2,2,1)=(9-l)693(9+l)2(94+93-392-9-1), (4.4) 
N~(2,2,2,2)=(9-l)693(9+l)2(95-94-39~+292+9+l). (4.5) 
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5. COMMENTS AND A COMPUTER APPROACH TO CERTAIN 
COUNTING PROBLEMS 
The numbers given in Eqs. (4.1)-(4.5) which are the principal results of 
this paper are all seen to be manic polynomials in 9. Moreover, N&2,2,2,2) 
has degree 16, which is the same degree as N,( * , * , * , *) of Eq. (2.1); and 
the degrees of the polynomials N&2,2,2, l), N,(2,2,1, l), N&2,1,1, l), and 
Nq(l, 1, 1,l) are respectively 15, 14, 13, and 12. These facts have a heuristic 
interpretation as follows: The number of rank 2 matrices in Ftx2 is a 
polynomial of degree 4, and the number of rank 1 matrices in Fq2x2 is a 
polynomial of degree 3; namely, ( 92 - l)( 9’ - 9) and ( 92 - l)( 9 + l), respec- 
tively (see [6]). Therefore, for example, the total number of quadruples 
(Ai, A,, A,, A,), Ai EF:x2, of rank (2,1,1,1) is a manic polynomial in 9 of 
degree 4 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 13, but such a quadruple may fail to be a basis for lack 
of independence and consequently is an overestimate of N,(2,1,1,1). Using 
inclusion-exclusion on the possible dependence relationships, it is reasonable 
to expect a final result which is a polynomial. Furthermore, since for large 9 
two random matrices are more likely to be independent than dependent, it is 
also reasonable to expect the first term (in inclusionexclusion) to be dominant 
and hence the final result to be a polynomial of degree 13. More generally, it 
can be shown using the results of [6] that the number of rank r matrices in 
Fnx”, Ofr<n, is a manic polynomial of degree r(2n-r). Thus a conjecture 
isVthat the number N (r r Q i, a,. . . , T,,z) of bases of rank (r,, r,,. . . , r,,~) is a manic 
polynomial of degree Bri(2n-r,). The formulas (4.1)-(4.5) establish this 
conjecture for n=2. 
Consider now any counting problem involving F, in which the count is 
given by an unknown polynomial in 9 of known degree t, say f( 9) = u r9f 
+ -~~+a,9+a,, where the coefficients ai are independent of 9. Using a 
computer, it may be possible (for example by doing an exhaustive search) to 
find f( 9) for tt 1 distinct values of 9, say 90, 9i,. . . , 9t. Then f( 9) could be 
found explicitly by fitting a polynomial of degree t through the points 
(9,> f(Si))’ 
In order to use the approach outlined in the above paragraph one needs to 
know u priori that the answer is given by a polynomial in 9. Thus what is 
needed with respect to counting problems over F, is a criterion which tells, 
without actually deriving a formula, that the answer is indeed a polynomial. 
(Here we consider a recurrence relation for the number to be a formula for 
the number.) It is unknown to us if such a criterion and its obvious 
generalizations (e.g., extending the class of counting functions to functions 
other than polynomial functions) have been treated in the literature. 
In closing, we mention one unsolved problem which is somewhat related 
to the (unsolved) problems of enumerating by rank the bases for Ffx”. The 
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problem (which can be generalized) concerns subspaces of Ftx”: What is the 
dimension of the largest subspace V with the property that every nonzero 
A E V is invertible? This number has been determined for the real field by 
Adams, Lax, and Phillips [1,2]. 
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